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A millennium of  higher education



The Center of  Knowledge

librarie "collection of books; bookseller's shop" (14c.)



Universities are dynamic system.
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What is digital economy?

The environment that physical 
interactions — in communications, 
social and political exchange, 
commerce, media and 
entertainment — are being 
displaced by digitally mediated 
ones.
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Impact of  digital evolution on universities



People: students



Knowledge process



Knowledge process: Resource



Knowledge process: speed and dissemination



Knowledge process: creation of  knowledge



Society: Fast action society



Society: Centralization and Decentralization



It is “the interaction” that matters.



Digital evolution impact:
People and Knowledge process

People Knowledge 
process





Student and learning process

• Classroom teaching vs mastery learning



Information literacy

• Formulate a question
• Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, synthesize, and ethically 

use information from a variety of sources and media
• Process and report data



NETS for Student

• Creativity and innovation
• Communication and collaboration
• Research and information literacy
• Critical thinking, problem solving and decision making
• Technology operation and concept



NETS for teacher

• Facilitate and Inspire Student Learning and Creativity
• Design and Develop Digital-Age Learning Experiences and 

Assessments
• Model Digital-Age Work and Learning
• Engage in Professional Growth and Leadership



Digital evolution impact:
Knowledge process and Society
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Knowledge based society

• From industrial revolution to digital revolution.
• Economically, competitive advantage goes increasingly to 

companies and industries that can leverage gains in knowledge 
(OECD, 2013).

• The amount of data we generate everyday is tantalizing. We 
need an innovative way to make use of them.



Entrepreneurial Universities

• The rise of Humboldtian university model.
• The meeting point of “physical infrastructure” and “talents”.



Digital evolution impact:
Society and People

People Society



Digital citizenship

• Safe, legal and responsible use of information technology
• Using technology for collaboration, learning, and productivity
• Leadership



The process of  “Re-skill”



How do we adapt to these challenges and 
advantages?
• Information availability will destroy knowledge 

monopolization, students need learning support rather than 
content delivery.

• Increasing role of universities and libraries in technology 
assessment.

• Engage and be accountable for society’s needs.
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The answer is “the reason for existence of  
universities”.






